ON BOARD
Wayne Parker’s
C-72 concept
has a distinctive
split bow

C-72
Fresh from the boards of British studio
Wayne Parker Design comes the C-72,
a concept inspired by “the futuristic look
of spaceships”, according to Parker.
This 72-metre design features an
unconventional bow which, Parker says,
“creates the illusion of two bows split by
a knife-like central element”. The
concept boasts a spacious owner’s deck,
with a dining area large enough to seat 16.
The owner’s suite itself has a study and
walk-in wardrobe, along with a panoramic
saloon aft for ocean views. Elsewhere,
the design features a pool aft of the main
deck, as well as a spa pool and helicopter
platform, both on the sundeck.

ON THE
HORIZON
From top-secret works
in progress to high-profile
projects in the pipeline,
Miranda Blazeby casts an
eye over the most striking
new yacht designs

Gravity
This new 61.5-metre design comes from Luca
Vallebona and is already at an “advanced
stage”, according to the designer. Gravity

Exterior
spaces
abound on
Gravity

features a vertical bow and clean, elegant
profile. Generous outdoor spaces are a key
feature and include a striking sundeck.
The main deck galley is equipped with a
full-height window on one side, so guests
can watch the chef at work. Accommodation
is for 14 guests in three VIPs, one twin and
two doubles while the ultra-private owner’s
cabin sits on the upper deck.

150m-plus vessel
with exotic interior
With a brief calling for an Asian
interior fused with a James Bond film
set, this secretive 150-metre-plus
interior project by Mark Berryman
Design is certainly unique. These
renderings show the spa area, which
includes a massage room, hair and
beauty facilities, a gym, yoga studio,
as well as a hammam and sauna.
The finishes inside will be “very
natural”, says Berryman, and include
Mark Berryman’s
“natural” spa area
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bamboo, teak, walnut, burnt oak,
coconut and vellum.
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